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Abstract. Marriage is a core institution in almost every human society, including smallscale societies based on foraging or subsistence agriculture. A crucial dimension of the
marriage systems in such societies involves endogamy and exogamy: that is, the choice
of a marriage partner from within one's own community or from an outside community.
We develop a model in which the exogamy rate is higher when good local matches are
scarce due to small community sizes, and when productivity differs across communities
due to environmental shocks. These theoretical predictions are supported by econometric
analysis of data from the Standard Cross Cultural Sample.
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1.

Introduction
In the extensive literature on the economics of marriage, little attention has been

given to understanding endogamy (in which marriage partners come from the same local
community) and exogamy (in which the partners come from different communities). The
anthropological literature does address this issue (Parkin, 1997; Stone, 2001) and reveals
that small-scale foraging or agricultural societies vary considerably on this dimension.
Here we show that much of this variation can be explained by economic factors.
Until about 13,000 years ago, all humans lived in hunter-gatherer societies (Dow
and Reed, 2011). An adequate understanding of human biological and cultural evolution
requires an understanding of marriage patterns in such societies. For example, the degree
of genetic relatedness within early human groups depended on the extent to which people
preferred local partners. Even after the Neolithic shift to agriculture (Dow et al., 2009),
for thousands of years most people still lived in small villages. Kinship was the principal
institutional glue that held these societies together (Johnson and Earle, 2000; Diamond,
2012). Thus marriage systems had important implications for risk sharing, public goods
supply, human capital investments, warfare, trade, and inequality.
In our approach, there are two advantages of exogamy. First, households in
which spouses come from different communities are more mobile. One reason is that
spouses can share knowledge about the natural environment at two different locations.
Another is that they have kin in two places and can expect to be welcome in each of two
communities (see the discussion of 'social boundary defense' in Kelly, 2007: 193-197).
Environmental shocks that generate productivity differences across communities tend to
induce the formation of mobile households. Kelly (2007: 274-275), for example, notes
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that bilocal residence, a system in which couples can move back and forth between their
parental families, is more common in natural environments with greater uncertainty.
A second benefit from exogamy is that the pool of potential marriage partners is
larger. When agents are heterogeneous and groups are small, better matches can often be
achieved by searching outside one's home community. This effect is less important when
groups become large because then there are more opportunities for good local matches.
Exogamy also has costs. The most obvious is that a marriage between partners
from different communities requires at least one partner to live at a distance from family
and friends. This is inconvenient and may weaken that partner's bargaining power within
the household. Individuals unfamiliar with local conditions may also face disadvantages
with respect to food production or childcare. We do not model these costs explicitly but
we do take them into account by assuming that when other things are equal, the lowest
equilibrium rate of exogamy is adopted.
Our formal model involves two symmetric communities subject to productivity
shocks. Households with a partner from each community are mobile and can produce
food at either site. Households with two partners from the same community can only
produce food at their site of origin. All agents are risk-neutral so exogamy is not a form
of insurance. Rather, natural shocks create income differences across communities that
can be exploited by the formation of mobile households. In equilibrium we require that
such households cannot gain by changing locations.
We also allow random variation in agent qualities. Households with two good
agents can produce more adult offspring at a given food income than households in which
one or both of the agents are bad. Agents are ultimately interested in the offspring they
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produce, and seek the highest possible food income as a means to that end. In matching
equilibrium, no pair of agents can gain by deviating to form a new household, given the
prevailing food incomes at the two communities. Our comparative static analysis shows
that the expected exogamy rate is an increasing function of the productivity gap between
communities and a decreasing function of community size.
We test these empirical predictions using data from the Standard Cross Cultural
Sample (SCCS), which comprises a representative sample of 186 well-documented and
culturally independent pre-modern societies. Regression analysis indicates that both
community size and productivity variation are significant determinants of exogamy, with
matching considerations having a stronger effect on the exogamy rate than productivity
variation.
Our theoretical model treats community size as exogenous. However, we
recognize the possibility that there may be factors outside our model, such as technology
or cultural institutions, that jointly determine community size and the exogamy rate. We
estimate IV specifications that address this possibility, and obtain results very similar to
our baseline regressions. Moreover, formal tests fail to reject that community size is an
exogenous determinant of the exogamy rate. This minimizes concerns about possible
endogeneity. Our estimates are robust to a variety of alternative specifications,
instruments, and sample restrictions.
Although anthropologists have written extensively on exogamy, this literature
advances only a few explanations for its existence in small-scale societies (see Harris,
1997, 253-7). The hypothesized benefits of exogamy include achievement of gender
balance; avoidance of incest; avoidance of military conflict through political alliances;
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and exploitation of comparative advantage through trade. Here we ignore the issue of
gender imbalance, which is unlikely to be important except in very small groups. The
remaining factors will be considered in sequence.
Perhaps the most popular hypothesis about exogamy involves incest avoidance,
motivated by the potential for negative health outcomes for the children of genetically
related parents. Recent research has found that, in many cases, the size of the health cost
associated with these marriages is quite modest (Bennett et al., 2002; Joseph, 2007;
Callaway, 2008). There is even evidence of reproductive benefits from marriage between
genetic relatives, at least up to a point. An analysis of Icelandic genealogical data from
1800 to 1965 found that couples who shared a great-great-grandparent had more children
and grandchildren than more distantly related couples (Helgason et al., 2008). Research
on consanguineous marriages in South Asia suggests a benefit in terms of reduced agency
costs within families, and helps to explain why such marriages are often preferred despite
some evidence of increased child mortality (Do et al., 2013).
Repeated intermarriage within a small group of closely related people might be
expected to yield poor health consequences, but highly endogamous societies often have
institutionalized constraints that reduce this risk. An illustrative case involves the Kel
Ahaggar, semi-nomadic pastoralists in southern Algeria. The vast majority of marriages
are endogamous within descent groups so it is "virtually impossible" for the Kel Ahaggar
to marry someone who is not a cousin of some kind. The preferred union for a son is
with the mother's brother's daughter. Nevertheless, there are numerous prohibitions: a
man is forbidden from marrying his mother, his father's and mother's uterine sisters, his
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uterine sister, his daughter, the daughters of his uterine brothers and sisters, and his
mother-in-law, sister-in-law, and daughter-in-law (Keenan, 1977a, 1977b).
The proposed relationships involving warfare and trade are primarily about the
effects of exogamy rather than its causes, although if exogamy has beneficial effects this
may help to explain why communities adopt it. We believe the anthropological literature
has not fully come to grips with the difficult causality problems associated with empirical
work along these lines. Does the practice of exogamy decrease the probability of warfare
and/or improve the prospects for trade? Answers to these questions require a credibly
exogenous source of variation in the exogamy rate and adequate controls for the other
determinants of warfare and trade. This is not the approach that has been taken in the
existing literature. Overall, we are skeptical about the potential for empirical research
along these lines given the general absence of data on critical control variables for small
pre-modern societies in data like the SCCS.
With regard to warfare, various authors have argued that exogamy promotes
peaceful co-existence by creating divided loyalties within and across social groups;
reducing competition for marriage partners within groups; and building solidarity across
groups (see Kang, 1979, 85-6). However, studies by Berndt (1964), Hayano (1973), and
Kang (1976, 1979) all fail to establish a positive correlation between exogamy and the
absence of conflict. This is unsurprising because these studies do not control for the level
of threat, do not consider other potential responses to threats, and do not consider the
possibility that exogamy could promote warfare through the formation of alliances that
enhance offensive capabilities.
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We are not aware of empirical studies that attempt to establish a relationship
between exogamy and trade. But as with warfare, inferring a causal link would be
problematic in the absence of data on other relevant variables. These include the size of
the potential gains from trade as well as alternative mechanisms for reducing transaction
costs, such as bond posting or efficiency wages (for examples, see Grief, 2006a, 2006b).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops a model of two
communities subject to productivity shocks. This section defines locational equilibrium
and derives a labor allocation for each fixed exogamy level. Section 3 introduces agent
heterogeneity and studies household formation. Here we define a matching equilibrium
and characterize the exogamy levels that are supportable in equilibrium. Assuming that
the lowest supportable exogamy level will be observed, section 4 shows that exogamy is
increasing in the productivity gap across communities and decreasing in community size.
Section 5 describes the Standard Cross Cultural Sample, defines variables, and
presents our empirical methodology. Section 6 presents our econometric results. Section
7 summarizes the paper and discusses possible extensions. Proofs of formal propositions
are in an appendix available from the authors.
2.

Locational Equilibrium
Consider a production site with population n > 0 and one unit of land. Each agent

is endowed with a unit of work time and maximizes food income. We ignore leisure. All
agents are risk-neutral and the population is divided equally between males and females.
Food is shared equally among the agents who work at a given site.
In our empirical work, we study communities ranging in size from a few dozen to
several thousand people. We assume that in this population range an individual
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household ignores its own effect on the average product of labor for the community.
Thus an agent or household can be treated as having negligible size relative to the
population at a site.
The production function for food (measured in calories) has the form

(1)

Y = θf(L)

where L ≥ 0 is labor and θ > 0 is the natural productivity of the site.

A1

The production function satisfies f(0) = 0; fʹ′(L) > 0 for L > 0 with fʹ′(0) = ∞ and
fʹ′(∞) = 0; and fʹ′ʹ′(L) < 0 for L > 0.
There are two symmetric sites s = 1, 2 with this technology. Households consist

of two agents, one of each sex. The aggregate population of the two sites is 2n so there
are n households. Let m ∈ [0, n] be the number of households that have one partner from
each site. This leaves (n-m)/2 local matches where both partners are from site 1, and an
equal number of local matches where both partners are from site 2. Households that have
local matches are immobile because neither partner is well informed about the natural or
social environment at the other site, so the household cannot produce food at that site.
Mixed households are mobile and can produce food at either site.

A2

The productivity state is θ ≡ (θ1, θ2) where θs ∈ {θA, θB} for s = 1, 2 with 0 < θB ≤
θA. Each of the four states {AA, AB, BA, BB} has positive probability.
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The sequence of events runs as follows. First, the productivity state is revealed.
Agents form households after seeing this state, and then mobile households decide where
to locate. In this section we take the number of mobile households as given and consider
their locational decisions. Household formation is examined in section 3.
Food income per capita at each site will be denoted by y1 ≡ θ1f(L1)/L1 and y2 ≡
θ2f(L2)/L2 where L1 + L2 = 2n is the aggregate labor endowment. The labor allocation
(L1, L2) ≥ 0 must satisfy the following requirement.
Locational equilibrium. Choose any m ∈ [0, n]. The allocation (L1, L2) is a locational
equilibrium for m if no mobile household can increase its income by changing sites.
To see the implications of this condition, let (m1, m2) ≥ 0 be the distribution of
mobile households across sites, where m1 + m2 = m. First suppose that productivity is
equal across sites (θ1 = θ2 = θ). For m = 0 we have L1 = L2 = n because all matches are
local, there are n/2 households at each site, and each household has two units of labor.
This gives y1 = y2 = θf(n)/n. For m > 0 it can be shown from A1 that equilibrium requires
y1 = y2. This is only possible when mobile households are divided equally across sites so
that L1 = L2 = n, m1 = m2 = m/2, and y1 = y2 = θf(n)/n. Mobile households are indifferent
between sites when incomes are equal, so this is a locational equilibrium.
Next, suppose productivity is unequal across sites so that one site has θA and the
other has θB < θA. In this context it is convenient simply to refer to the sites as A and B.
Define m* to be the number of mobile households required to equalize incomes across
sites when all of the mobile households are at site A:
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(2)

θAf(n + m*)/(n + m*) ≡ θBf(n - m*)/(n - m*)

A1 guarantees that m* ∈ (0, n) is unique. It is easy to verify that m* is increasing in the
site productivity ratio θA/θB with m* = 0 when θA/θB = 1 and m* → n as θA/θB → ∞. We
assume θA/θB > 1 and therefore m* > 0 in what follows.
It can be shown in this case that equilibrium requires yA ≥ yB. Now consider how
the income ratio yA/yB varies with m. If m = 0 then LA = LB = n. This implies that yA =
θAf(n)/n > θBf(n)/n = yB and thus θA/θB = yA/yB > 1. Therefore when there are no mobile
households, the productivity ratio equals the income ratio. When m ∈ (0, m*), there are
not enough mobile households to drive yA down to yB even when all mobile households
go to site A. As a result the unique locational equilibrium is LA = n + m and LB = n - m.
This yields θA/θB > yA/yB > 1 where yA/yB is decreasing in m.
For higher exogamy levels m ∈ [m*, n], there are enough mobile households to
equalize income across sites. This is achieved by having (m* + m)/2 mobile households
at site A, and the rest at site B. As a result the unique locational equilibrium is LA = n +
m* and LB = n - m*. This yields θA/θB > yA/yB = 1.
We summarize these results as follows.
Lemma 1 (locational equilibrium).
(a)

If productivities are equal (θ1 = θ2 = θ) then for every m ∈ [0, n] we have L1 = L2
= n; m1 = m2 = m/2; and y1 = y2 = θf(n)/n.

(b)

If productivities are unequal (θA > θB) then
(i)

m ∈ [0, m*) implies LA = n + m and LB = n - m with yA > yB.
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(ii)

3.

m ∈ [m*, n] implies LA = n + m* and LB = n - m* with yA = yB.

Matching Equilibrium
Exogamy may partly be a response to productivity differences across sites, but it

may also lead to improved matches through a larger pool of potential marriage partners.
To model this idea, we introduce heterogeneity among agents.

A3

The number of surviving adult children for a household is 2γy where 2y is the
total food income of the household and γ > 0 is the rate at which the household
converts food into adult offspring. The type of a household is γ = min {γF, γM}
where γF ∈ {γb, γg} is the type of the female partner and γM ∈ {γb, γg} is the type of
the male partner, with 0 < γb < γg.
We will call agents with γb the 'bad' type and those with γg the 'good' type. Both

members of a household must be good in order for the household as a whole to be good.
Good and bad households are equally skilled in food production, but good households are
better at producing children using food as an input. It does not matter whether the source
of the heterogeneity is genetic or involves random life experiences, such as having good
adult role models in childhood. Individual agents now seek to maximize surviving adult
offspring, and maximizing food is a means to that end. The other relevant consideration
(for a good agent) is to find a good partner.
The agent types are determined by nature before households are formed, and are
publicly observed. The number of good agents in each site/gender category is given by
the quality state n ≡ (n1F, n1M, n2F, n2M) ≥ 0 where the subscripts denote the initial site of
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the agent and superscripts denote gender. No entry in this vector can exceed n/2, which
is the total number of agents in each site/gender category. The probability distribution
over quality states (n) is independent of the distribution over productivity states (θ).
A household allocation is a vector h = (h1g, h12g, h1b, h12b; h2g, h21g, h2b, h21b ) ≥ 0
where superscripts indicate household quality (b = bad, g = good). A single subscript
refers to households involving local matches and says where the households are located.
A double subscript refers to mobile households, where the first digit indicates where the
households engage in production (site 1 or 2).
The set of feasible household allocations depends on the state n. For example, we
cannot have a positive number of good local matches at site 1 (h1g > 0) if all of the agents
from that site are bad (n1F = n1M = 0). The notation h ∈ H(n) indicates that h is physically
feasible when the quality state is n.
A household allocation determines the labor allocation as follows:
(3)

L1 = 2(h1g + h12g + h1b + h12b)

(total labor at site 1)

L2 = 2(h2g + h21g + h2b + h21b )

(total labor at site 2)

A household allocation also determines the level of exogamy:
(4)

m = h12g + h12b + h21g + h21b

(total mobile matches)

(n-m)/2 = h1g + h1b

(total local matches at site 1)

(n-m)/2 = h2g + h2b

(total local matches at site 2)

We write m = M(h) for the level of exogamy induced by h through (4).
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The sequence of events remains as in section 2. First the productivity state θ and
quality state n are revealed. Agents then form households, and finally mobile households
choose sites. At the last step all of the mobile households choose site A if yA > yB and are
indifferent between sites if y1 = y2. This is true regardless of the qualities of individual
matches. Therefore we continue to require locational equilibrium and Lemma 1 applies.
Next consider a given allocation h ∈ H(n) and the reasons why an agent might
want to deviate from it. First, the agent may want to change partners in order to gain a
higher income. For example, if yA > yB an agent in a local match at site B would prefer a
mobile match with an agent from site A, holding quality constant. Second, the agent may
want to change partners in order to raise household quality even though income does not
change. For example, a good agent in a bad local match prefers a good partner from the
same site. Because an agent cannot form a new household without a willing partner, we
require that any deviation make both participants strictly better off.
This motivates the following series of definitions.
Immunity to deviation. For a given quality state n and given incomes (y1, y2), we say that
h ∈ H(n) is immune to deviation if no pair of agents of opposite sex both become strictly
better off by leaving their current partners and forming a new household.
Notice that immunity from deviation does not require that h actually generate the given
incomes (y1, y2). However, this is required in the definition of matching equilibrium.
Matching equilibrium. For a given productivity state θ and quality state n, we say that h
∈ H(n) is a matching equilibrium if at the incomes (y1, y2) generated by the locational
equilibrium for m = M(h), the allocation h is immune to deviation.
12

Supportable exogamy levels. For a given productivity state θ and quality state n, we say
that m ∈ [0, n] is supportable if there is some h ∈ H(n) with m = M(h) that is a matching
equilibrium.
Lemmas 2 and 3 below characterize household allocations that are immune to deviation
for given incomes (y1, y2). Propositions 1 and 2 determine supportable exogamy levels.
Let nF ≡ n1F + n2F and nM ≡ n1M + n2M be the aggregate supplies of good females
and good males. The maximum number of good matches is
hmaxg ≡ min {nF, nM}

(5)

If nF ≤ nM we will say that good females are globally scarce and conversely for nM ≤ nF.
This theoretical maximum is closely linked to the concept of immunity to deviation.
Lemma 2 (equal incomes across sites).
Let y1 = y2 and fix some quality state n such that nF ≤ nM.
A household allocation h ∈ H(n) is immune to deviation iff it achieves hmaxg.
For a given exogamy level m ∈ [0, n], there is some h ∈ H(n) that is immune to deviation
and yields m = M(h) iff m ∈ [µmin(n), µmax(n)]. This interval is non-empty with
µmin(n)

=

2 max {0; n1F - n1M; n2F - n2M}

µmax(n)

=

n - 2 max {0; n1F - n2M; n2F - n1M}

At most one of the arguments of the max operator can be strictly positive in each case.
When nF ≥ nM, the roles of F and M in Lemma 2 are reversed.
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Efficient matching must occur because otherwise there would be a good female in
a bad match and a good male in a bad match. All matches yield equal incomes, so these
two agents could both gain by leaving their current partners and creating a new household
of higher quality. If good females are globally scarce (nF ≤ nM), the minimum exogamy
level µmin(n) depends on whether there is a site where good females are locally abundant
(n1F > n1M or n2F > n2M). If neither inequality holds (good females are scarce at both sites),
then hmaxg can be achieved through local matching alone and m = 0 is feasible. If one of
these two inequalities holds, some exogamy is needed in order to match surplus good
females from one site with surplus good males from the other. The factor 2 arises in
Lemma 2 because there must be equal flows of males and females in each direction to
maintain gender balance. The case of maximum exogamy µmax(n) is similar except that
now cross-site pairings are relevant. If n1F ≤ n2M and n2F ≤ n1M then all good females can
be assigned to good partners through exogamous matching and m = n is feasible. If not,
some local matching is needed.
When incomes are unequal across sites, agents may have to consider trade-offs
between a higher income and a better match. In what follows, we assume match quality
dominates. This is guaranteed by the restriction

A4

γg/γb > θA/θB.

Recall from the paragraph following (2) that θA/θB ≥ yA/yB because the income ratio never
exceeds the productivity ratio. Combined with A4, this yields γg/γb > yA/yB so that match
quality trumps income when these objectives conflict. In particular, good agents from the
lower income site will always prefer a good local match to a bad mobile match. Thus an
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allocation that is immune to deviation must still achieve the maximum feasible number of
good matches hmaxg as in Lemma 2.
Lemma 3 (unequal incomes across sites).
Let yA > yB and adopt A4. Fix some quality state n such that nF ≤ nM.
A household allocation h ∈ H(n) is immune to deviation iff h satisfies both EM and IC:
EM (efficient matching)

h achieves hmaxg

IC (incentive compatibility) h either has no good local matches at site B; no bad matches
involving a good male from site A; or both.
For a given exogamy level m ∈ [0, n], there is some h ∈ H(n) that is immune to deviation
and yields m = M(h) iff m ∈ [ηmin(n), µmax(n)]. This interval is non-empty with
ηmin(n)

µmax(n)

=

2(nAF - nAM )

if nAM ≤ nAF;

=

2(nAM - nAF )

if nAF ≤ nAM ≤ nF;

=

2nBF

if nF ≤ nAM

=

n - 2 max {0; nAF - nBM; nBF - nAM}

At most one of the arguments of the max operator can be strictly positive.
When nF ≥ nM the roles of F and M in Lemma 3 are reversed.
From efficient matching (EM), an allocation h that is immune to deviation must
achieve hmaxg. Given that good females are globally scarce by assumption (nF ≤ nM), EM
implies that all good females have good partners.
The incentive compatibility restriction (IC) arises as follows. Suppose we have a
good local match at site B and a bad match involving a good male from site A. The good
female from site B would deviate with a good male from site A to improve income from
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yB to yA while preserving match quality. The good male from site A would deviate with a
good female from site B to improve match quality from γb to γg while preserving income
yA through the mobility of the household. IC rules out mutual gains of this kind.
The first line in the description of the lower bound ηmin in Lemma 3 for the case
nAM ≤ nAF is the same as for µmin in Lemma 2, apart from the change in site labels. In this
situation all of the good males from site A can be matched locally to good females and IC
does not bind. For the other two lines in the description of ηmin IC binds and we have the
inequality µmin < ηmin. IC does not affect the upper bound µmax(n) in Lemma 3, which is
the same as in Lemma 2 aside from the change in labels.
The next task is to find the exogamy levels that can be supported by a matching
equilibrium for a given productivity state θ and quality state n. When the sites have equal
productivities, from Lemma 1 they must also have equal incomes. Lemma 2 then gives a
straightforward result: if m ∈ [µmin(n), µmax(n)] then there is a matching equilibrium that
supports m, while for other values of m there is not. We record this result below.
Proposition 1 (supportable exogamy levels with equal site productivities).
Let θ1 = θ2. Fix the quality state n. An exogamy level m ∈ [0, n] is supportable by a
matching equilibrium iff m ∈ [µmin(n), µmax(n)], with y1 = y2 for all such m.
The analysis is more complex for unequal site productivities. The productivity
ratio θA/θB > 1 determines a level of exogamy m* ∈ (0, n) through equation (2) such that
incomes are unequal across sites when m < m* and equal when m ≥ m*. For a fixed n we
need to study the relationship between m* and the boundaries µmin(n), ηmin(n), and µmax(n)
derived in Lemmas 2 and 3. Proposition 2 lists the cases that can arise.
16

Proposition 2 (supportable exogamy levels with unequal site productivities).
Let θ1 ≠ θ2 with 0 < θB < θA. Fix the quality state n. We have µmin(n) ≤ ηmin(n) ≤ µmax(n).
(i)

If m* ≤ µmin(n) then an exogamy level m is supportable by a matching equilibrium
iff m ∈ [µmin(n), µmax(n)], with yA = yB for all such m.

(ii)

If µmin(n) ≤ m* ≤ ηmin(n) then an exogamy level m is supportable by a matching
equilibrium iff m ∈ [m*, µmax(n)], with yA = yB for all such m.

(iii)

If ηmin(n) ≤ m* ≤ µmax(n) then an exogamy level m is supportable by a matching
equilibrium iff m ∈ [ηmin(n), µmax(n)], with yA > yB for ηmin(n) ≤ m < m* and yA =
yB for m* ≤ m ≤ µmax(n).

(iv)

If µmax(n) < m* then an exogamy level m is supportable by a matching equilibrium
iff m ∈ [ηmin(n), µmax(n)], with yA > yB for all such m.

The general message of Proposition 2 is that for a fixed quality state n, lower values of
m* are associated with matching equilibria that have equal incomes across sites, while
higher values of m* are associated with equilibria that have unequal incomes. At small
m* values as in case (i), the result is the same as in Proposition 1. At larger m* values as
in case (ii), the situation is identical except that the previous lower bound on exogamy
µmin(n) is replaced by m*. Once m* exceeds ηmin(n) as in case (iii), there are equilibrium
exogamy levels consistent with equal or unequal incomes. Finally, when m* is large as
in case (iv), any equilibrium exogamy level must yield unequal incomes.
4.

Comparative Statics
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In the empirical part of the paper, we will be interested in the expected exogamy
rate E(M) where M ≡ m/n is the fraction of agents who marry outside their community.
This expectation depends on the variation in natural productivity captured by θA/θB and
community size captured by n. We will show that an increase in the productivity ratio
increases E(M) while an increase in community size decreases E(M).
Section 3 characterized intervals for the exogamy levels that can be supported in a
matching equilibrium. In order to generate predictions that are useful for empirical work,
we adopt the following equilibrium selection rule.
A5

When multiple exogamy levels are supportable, the lowest is selected.

A5 uses the preference for local matches as a tie-breaking rule. Such preferences could
arise from a desire for closeness to family and friends, for a partner from the same birth
community, or site-specific human capital.
The expected exogamy rate has two components: the expectation when the sites
have the same productivity, and the expectation when the site productivities differ. Due
to the independence of productivity shocks and agent qualities, we can write

(6)

E(M)

=

Prob (AA or BB) E(M | θ1 = θ2)
+ Prob (AB or BA) E(M | θ1 ≠ θ2)

The probability in each line is strictly positive by A2. We confine attention to the more
interesting case θB < θA with obvious simplifications when θB = θA holds.
In the first line of (6), there is no need to distinguish states AA and BB because
the exogamy rate is not affected by the absolute productivity level. From Proposition 1
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and A5, the exogamy rate is M = µmin(n)/n where µmin(n) is defined in Lemma 2. The
conditional expected exogamy rate is therefore

(7)

E(M | θ1 = θ2) = E[µmin(n)/n]

In the second line in (6), the threshold exogamy level m* ∈ [0, n] from section 2
becomes relevant. When m < m*, locational equilibrium requires a higher food income
at the higher-productivity site (yA > yB). When m ≥ m*, these incomes are equal (yA =
yB). For a fixed community size, m* is an increasing function of the productivity ratio
θA/θB. As above, we work with the fractions M ≡ m/n and M* ≡ m*/n.
To determine the exogamy rate as a function of the agent quality state n, we use
Proposition 2 and A5. In combination, these imply that the exogamy rate M is equal to
the intermediate value among the set {µmin(n)/n, M*, ηmin(n)/n}, where µmin(n) is defined
in Lemma 2 and ηmin(n) is defined in Lemma 3. Recall that µmin(n) ≤ ηmin(n) for all agent
quality states n. We therefore write the conditional expected exogamy rate as

(8)

E(M | θ1 ≠ θ2)
= E[intermediate value among {µmin(n)/n, M*, ηmin(n)/n}]
Now consider the probability distribution over quality states n. Again we express

each variable relative to the community size n so that NAF ≡ 2nAF/n is the fraction of siteA females who belong to the good type, and likewise for NAM, NBF, and NBM. All of these
variables are confined to the unit interval. We define N ≡ (NAF, NAM, NBF, NBM).
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A6

An agent is good with probability λ ∈ (0, 1). These draws are independent across
agents and sites. We use the following approximation to the binomial distribution
for large n. The random variables for the fraction of good agents in each of the
four site/gender categories (NAF, NAM, NBF, NBM) are independent and normally
distributed with mean λ and variance σ2 = 2λ(1-λ)/n.

We assume that for communities of several dozen people or more, the normal distribution
in A6 is a reasonable approximation. For our comparative static results in Propositions 3
and 4, M(NAF, NAM, NBF, NBM) must be extended from the domain [0, 1]4 to (-∞, ∞)4. We
adopt an extension that preserves the non-negativity and continuity of M. The details are
provided in the mathematical appendix. This extension plays no substantive role because
improper quality states have negligible probability at high values of n.
Now consider the effect of an increase in the productivity ratio θA/θB on E(M)
with community size n held constant. As explained above, this ratio drops out of the first
line in (6) so we only need to study the second line in which θ1 ≠ θ2. For a quality state n
with µmin(n) = ηmin(n), the value of M* is irrelevant and M is constant for that quality state
regardless of θA/θB. For any quality state with µmin(n) < ηmin(n), M is constant at µmin(n)/n
for low values of θA/θB; equal to M* at moderate values of θA/θB; and constant at ηmin(n)/n
for high values of θA/θB. Under the normal approximation in A6, there are always parts
of the state space on which M is equal to M* and thus increasing in θA/θB. Because M is
constant elsewhere, E(M) is increasing in θA/θB. We formalize this result as follows.
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Proposition 3 (effect of productivity ratio on expected exogamy rate). Fix n > 0 and let
there be two productivity vectors (θA0, θB0) and (θA1, θB1) such that θA0/θB0 < θA1/θB1. The
approximation from A6 implies E(M | θA0/θB0) < E(M | θA1/θB1).
The second comparative static question involves the effect of an increase in the
community size n on the expected exogamy rate E(M), holding θA/θB constant. Intuition
suggests that when n is large most of the gains from good matches are available within an
individual community, and it is less necessary to seek good partners elsewhere. For the
first line of (6) in which productivities are equal, this intuition can be validated by using
A6 to solve explicitly for E(M | θ1 = θ2) and showing that the result is decreasing in n.
For the second line of (6) in which productivities are unequal, matters are more
complicated. The problem is that M* ≡ m*/n is influenced by both n and θA/θB through
equation (2) in section 2, which makes it difficult to obtain unambiguous results when n
changes. This problem disappears under the following technological restriction.

A7

The production function has the form f(L) = Lα where 0 < α < 1.

The functional form in A7 is consistent with our previous assumptions in A1. Using (2)
it is easy to show that when A7 applies, M* ≡ m*/n is increasing in θA/θB but does not
vary with the absolute community size n. Thus we can isolate the productivity effect
involving θA/θB, which operates only through M*, from the matching effect involving n,
which operates only through the variance of the quality distribution in A6.
Under A7 it can be shown that the previous intuition carries over to the situation
of unequal productivity. As n increases, A6 ensures that the quality distributions for the
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site/gender variables (NAF, NAF, NBF, NBM) collapse around a common mean. As a result
NAF is likely to be very close to NAM and similarly for site B, so there is little need for
exogamous marriage in order to achieve efficient matching.

Proposition 4 (effect of community size on expected exogamy rate). Fix θA/θB ≥ 1 and
use the approximation in A6.
(a)

E(M | θ1 = θ2,) = σK where K is a positive constant and σ = [2λ(1-λ)/n]1/2.

(b)

E(M | θ1 ≠ θ2) is decreasing in n for sufficiently large n with E(M) → 0 as n → ∞.

Part (a) does not require the restriction A7 but part (b) does.
Propositions 3 and 4 provide the foundations for our empirical work. In general
we expect to observe more exogamy when natural productivity differences across sites
are larger, and less exogamy when communities are larger. The next two sections offer
support for these theoretical predictions.
5.

Empirical Methods
We test the predictions of our theoretical model using data from the Standard

Cross Cultural Sample (SCCS). The SCCS (Murdock and White 1969, 2006; Cashdan
2003), is widely used for cross-cultural studies, and has been used by other economists to
study small-scale economies, e.g. Pryor (1986), Baker (2008). It comprises a
representative sample of 186 well-documented and culturally independent pre-modern
societies. Each society is “pinpointed” to a specific date and locality. The pinpointing
locality corresponds to “the local community where the principal authority conducted his
most intensive field research” (Murdock and White 1969, p. 330). The pinpointing date
is the earliest date for which reliable ethnographic data exist “to avoid insofar as possible
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the acculturative effects of contacts with Europeans” (ibid., p. 340). Most pinpointing
dates, therefore, are shortly after a society’s first contact with Europeans. The SCCS
contains detailed ethnographic, geographic, and economic characteristics of each society,
compiled from a variety of primary sources, that pertain specifically to that society’s
pinpointing date and locality.
We restrict the SCCS sample to observations with no missing data (178
observations), and societies without slavery (82 observations). We impose the latter
restriction because our theoretical model describes the behavior of individuals making
decisions on their own behalf. For societies with slavery, we cannot be certain which
populations (slaves, non-slaves, or both) are described by the variables we use.
Our baseline empirical specification is:
(6)

!! = !"! ! + !! ! + !!! ! + !!

where Yi is the exogamy rate in society i; CSi is a measure of community size; Vi is a
measure of variation in site productivity; Xi is a vector of observable societal and
environmental characteristics (controls); εi is statistical error; and δ, γ, and β are
parameters to be estimated. We discuss key variables and specification issues below, and
define all variables in Table 1.
Our measure of the exogamy rate, Yi, is derived from the SCCS measure of the
frequency of intercommunity marriage (see Table 1). This variable takes five categorical
values ranging from highly endogamous (0-10% of marriages are intercommunity) to
highly exogamous (90-100% of marriages are intercommunity). We construct a
continuous measure of the exogamy rate from this categorical variable that equals the
midpoint of the range in the reported category. All specifications reported in the main
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text are for linear regression models based on this continuous measure of the exogamy
rate. For robustness, we also estimate ordered probit specifications based on the
categorical measure, and report those estimates in an Appendix. The probit and linear
model specifications yield very similar results.
Our measure of community size, CSi, is also based on a categorical SCCS variable
(see Table 1). For ease of interpretation, our main results are based on a continuous
measure of community size, defined as the natural logarithm of the midpoint of the range
in the reported category (the category cutoffs increase at a roughly exponential rate). We
also report estimates based on a more flexible functional form where we include
dummies for each community size category.
We report estimates for two different measures of variability in site productivity,
Vi. The first is the coefficient of variation in mean annual rainfall at the society’s
pinpointed location. It is natural to proxy for productivity in food production using
rainfall, because the vast majority of SCCS societies are agrarian or based on hunting and
gathering.1,2 Our second measure is an index equal to the first principal component of the
correlation between our rainfall measure, elevation, and the intra-year range of mean
monthly temperature.3 We expect productivity in agrarian and hunter-gatherer societies
to depend on environmental factors such as these. Our index is designed to capture the
(statistically) most important dimension of common variation in these three factors.
1

Baker (2003) also uses rainfall variation to proxy for productivity variation in small-scale societies.
Note that our marriage model concerns spatial variation in productivity (between sites) at a point in time.
In contrast, our rainfall measure concerns intertemporal variation in site productivity at a point in space (the
pinpointing location). We rely on the latter as a proxy for the former, because there is no convincing
measure of spatial variation in productivity in the SCCS.
3
The rainfall measure is SCCS variable v1914 “Coefficient of variation in mean annual rainfall,” and the
elevation measure is SCCS variable v183 “Altitude in meters.” The intra-year temperature range is the
difference between SCCS variable v187 “Hottest month mean temperature (°C)” and SCCS variable v188
“Coldest month mean temperature (°C).” All three variables receive positive factor loadings (0.60, 0.52,
and 0.77, respectively), and the first principal component explains 42 percent of their covariation.	
  
2
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We report estimates for specifications with and without control variables, Xi. We
include controls to improve the precision of our estimates, and to reduce the risk of bias
due to omitted factors that may be correlated with the exogamy rate and our variables of
primary interest (community size, in particular) for reasons outside our theoretical model.
To wit, we control for social stratification (egalitarian vs. class-based society) since we
expect this to determine marriage opportunities within societies. We also control for the
likely determinants of average productivity in food production (region, method of food
production, sedentism/nomadism, food storage technology, mean annual rainfall, mean
annual temperature), because average productivity almost certainly determines
community size, but could also have a direct effect on the exogamy rate if our theoretical
model is incomplete or incorrect. Finally, we control for whether a society’s territory and
population are in a period of long run growth or decline. We have in mind that our
theoretical model describes a long run demographic equilibrium (which would entail a
steady state population size, and hence no growth). However, societies might be out of
long run equilibrium as of the pinpointing date, and this could conceivably disrupt
equilibrium marriage practices.
Summary statistics are reported in Table 2. The mean exogamy rate in our
estimation sample is slightly more than 50 percent. Communities are generally small:
more than 20 percent of societies have communities of fewer than 50 people, and 90
percent have communities of fewer than 400. Most societies (about 60 percent) are
agricultural, about 5 percent are pastoral, and the remainder rely on other methods of
food production (hunting, gathering, and fishing, primarily). Relative to the entire SCCS
sample, societies in our estimation sample (i.e., those without slavery) generally have
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smaller communities, are less reliant on agriculture, are less likely to be located in the
Mediterranean basin, are less likely to have fixed settlements and have adequate food
storage, and were pinpointed about 50 years later.
Endogeneity Concerns. Our theoretical model treats variation in site productivity
and community size (n) as exogenous. If our empirical measures of these quantities
satisfy this condition,4 then parameter estimates based on eq. (6) have a causal
interpretation. This assumption is plausible for our measures of productivity variation,
because these are based on environmental factors, but less so for our measure of
community size. In particular, if there are unobserved factors outside of our theoretical
model that influence both community size and the exogamy rate (e.g., cultural
institutions, technology), then community size may be endogenous in eq. (6).
To address this possibility, we also report instrumental variables (IV) estimates
based on eq. (6). Our instrument for community size is the society’s pinpointing year.
From the society’s perspective, the pinpointing year is clearly exogenous.5 We expect
pinpointing year to be negatively correlated with community size, because exogenous
factors that are likely to increase community size (e.g., abundance of natural resources,
proximity to the coast, a temperate latitude and climate, etc.) are also likely to have
brought the society into contact with Europeans earlier. In effect, pinpointing year acts as
a convenient proxy for a host of plausibly exogenous environmental factors that are likely
to determine community size.
6.

Empirical Results

4

Or more precisely, if they satisfy a conditional independence condition given Xi; see Angrist and Pischke
(2009, p. 51).
5
Recall that pinpointing year is the earliest date for which reliable ethnographic data exist, and is usually
shortly after first contact with Europeans.	
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Table 3 presents our main regression estimates.6 Columns 1-3 are based on our
rainfall measure of variation in site productivity, and the remaining columns are based on
our index. Estimates based on the two measures are very similar, but the estimates based
on the index are less precise. We therefore restrict our discussion to estimates based on
the rainfall measure. The estimates strongly support the predictions of our theoretical
model. From column 1, we see that the exogamy rate declines monotonically with
community size and increases with variation in site productivity. The relationship with
community size is nearly log-linear, so we prefer the more parsimonious specification
based on our continuous measure of community size in columns 2 and 3. Controlling for
observable characteristics Xi (column 3) increases the magnitude and precision of both
effects. These baseline estimates indicate that community size has a stronger effect on
the exogamy rate than variation in site productivity: based on the estimates in column 3, a
one standard deviation increase in (log) community size reduces the exogamy rate by
15.9 percentage points whereas a one standard deviation increase in rainfall variability
only increases the exogamy rate by 10.4 percentage points. This suggests that matching
considerations may be a more important determinant of exogamous marriage than
productivity shocks.
Table 4 presents our IV estimates.7 Visual inspection of the data suggests that the
unconditional relationship between (log) community size and our instrument is nonmonotone. To avoid mis-specifying our first-stage regressions, we therefore
6

Corresponding estimates based on the ordered probit specification are in Appendix Table 1. They are very
similar to the estimates in Table 3.
7
Corresponding estimates based on the ordered probit specification (jointly estimated with a linear
equation for log community size) are reported in Appendix Table 2. They are very similar to the IV
estimates in Table 4. We cannot reject the null that errors are not correlated across equations (i.e., that
community size is exogenous) in any of the ordered probit system specifications.
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parameterize the relationship between pinpointing year and community size using a set of
four indicator variables (pinpointing year before 1850, 1850-1899, 1900-1949, and 1950
or later). The cutoff years for the indicators correspond roughly to turning points in the
unconditional relationship between pinpointing year and community size. The first three
columns of Table 4 are based on our rainfall measure of variation in site productivity, and
the remaining three columns are based on our index. Again, estimates are very similar
for the two measures, so we focus our discussion on the rainfall measure.
The two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimates in column 1 are similar to our
baseline estimates in column 3 of Table 3, although our 2SLS estimates are somewhat
larger in absolute value . We cannot reject the hypothesis that community size is
exogenous based on this specification, nor can we reject the overidentifying restrictions
(i.e., validity of the instruments). There is some indication, however, that the instruments
are weak.8 It is well known that weak instruments bias IV estimates toward the
corresponding OLS estimate, and that exogeneity/validity tests can be unreliable in the
presence of weak instruments. We therefore present Limited Information Maximum
Likelihood (LIML) estimates in column 2. LIML is known to be less biased than
overidentified 2SLS in the presence of weak instruments, but it is also less precise. The
LIML estimates are very similar to the 2SLS estimates in column 1, which suggests that
any bias due to the weak instruments is probably very small.
Following the prescription of Angrist and Pischke (2009), we report exactlyidentified 2SLS estimates for our strongest instrument (the indicator for a pinpointing

8

The first stage F-statistic on the excluded instruments is 3.02, which is considerably less than the “rule of
thumb” value of 10. The Cragg-Donald F-statistic for the test of weak identification is 3.56, which is
considerably less than Stock and Yogo (2005) critical values (e.g., 9.08 for 10% maximal bias, and 9.54 for
20% maximal size).
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year after 1949) in column 3. Exactly-identified 2SLS is median-unbiased, and hence
minimizes concerns about weakness of our instrument. Moreover, there is less evidence
in this specification that our single instrument is weak.9 Hence we are more confident in
our IV estimates based on this specification.10 In any event, the estimates in column 3
remain very similar to our OLS estimates, but larger in magnitude, and we easily reject
that community size has no effect on the exogamy rate using a test that is robust to weak
instruments.11 For this specification, a one standard deviation increase in (log)
community size reduces the exogamy rate by 28.0 percentage points and a one standard
deviation increase in rainfall variability increases the exogamy rate by 11.2 percentage
points. Thus our IV estimates reinforce our earlier conclusions: the SCCS data strongly
support the predictions of our theoretical model; and matching considerations are likely a
more important determinant of exogamous marriage than productivity shocks.
Robustness. Our estimates in Tables 3 and 4 are robust to a variety of alternate
specifications. As noted previously, we report ordered probit estimates in Appendix
Tables 1 and 2; they are very similar to estimates in Tables 3 and 4. We have also
estimated specifications, not reported here but available on request, using alternate
instruments based on the natural environment: mean temperature, mean rainfall, the
number of nearby natural habitats, and proximity to the ocean. Each of those instruments

9

The Cragg-Donald F-statistic for the test of weak identification is 7.44, which lies between the Stock and
Yogo (2005) critical values for 15% and 20% maximal size (8.96 and 6.66, respectively). As for validity of
the instrument, we conduct a rough test by adding the single instrument to the OLS specifications reported
in columns 3 and 6 of Table 3. In both cases, we fail to reject the hypothesis that the instrument can be
excluded from the outcome equation (p-values for the t-test are .268 and .318 for the two specifications),
indicating that the data support the exclusion restriction.
10
Once again, we fail to reject the hypothesis that community size is exogenous in this specification. Since
our single instrument is reasonably strong, we have some confidence in this result, and consequently, in the
OLS estimates in Table 3 as well.	
  
11
p-values for the Anderson-Rubin weak-instrument robust Wald test are given in square brackets in Table
4.
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is weaker than pinpointing year, but yields estimates that are qualitatively similar to those
reported in Table 4.
Finally, we note that our theoretical model concerns monogamous marriage.
Some societies in our estimation sample, however, practice polygamous marriage.
Although we have no a priori reason to suspect that our model’s predictions do not apply
to polygamous societies, we verify this by restricting our sample to predominantly
monogamous societies and re-estimating the specifications reported in Tables 3 and 4.12
The resulting estimates are reported in Appendix Tables 3 and 4. The community size
coefficients are very similar to our main estimates and remain highly statistically
significant. Coefficients on our measures of productivity variation have the same sign as
in Tables 3 and 4, but are much less precisely estimated. We attribute the lower precision
to the reduced sample size.
7.

Conclusion
We have developed a theoretical model in which the exogamy rate in pre-modern

societies is higher when community sizes are small, and when sites differ in their natural
productivity. These predictions are strongly supported by our empirical work. Baseline
estimates indicate that community size has a stronger effect on the exogamy rate than
variation in site productivity: a one standard deviation increase in (log) community size
reduces the exogamy rate by 15.9 percent whereas a one standard deviation increase in
rainfall variability increases the exogamy rate by 10.4 percent.
IV estimates that address the possible endogeneity of community size also support
our theoretical model, and likewise indicate that matching is more important than shocks
12

We drop 25 observations where the incidence of polygamy exceeds 20 percent, as reported in SCCS
variable 79 “Polygamy.”
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to productivity. Further reinforcement is provided through robustness checks involving
specifications, procedures, and control variables.
One potential extension to our theory is to consider a long run equilibrium model
of community size, where population is Malthusian and there is competition among rival
marriage systems. We do not pursue this idea here because our empirical results indicate
that community size is exogenous. However, it could provide a useful starting point for
future theoretical efforts.
As we noted in the introduction, exogamy is an important variable in the study of
human prehistory. During the late Pleistocene (until about 11,600 years ago), the world
climate system was highly volatile, even on decadal time scales. Natural shocks to food
productivity were therefore frequent and severe. Since the onset of the Holocene, world
climate has been much more stable (Richerson, Boyd, and Bettinger, 2001). Beginning
around 10,000 years ago, agriculture led to larger community sizes in many parts of the
world (Bellwood, 2005). Our results suggest that these environmental and technological
developments would have led to a shift from mainly exogamous marriages among small
foraging bands to mainly endogamous marriages within farming communities.
Our empirical estimates are based on the subset of societies in the Standard Cross
Cultural Sample that do not have slavery. Some societies in our sample are egalitarian
while others are stratified by economic class. This distinction was included among our
control variables. In both cases, exogamy has a straightforward geographic meaning.
However, in complex societies marriages that are exogamous with respect to geography
may be endogamous with respect to class, caste, religion, or other social boundaries.
Feudal societies, states, and empires provide many examples in which elite marriages
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were used to reinforce multi-country military or commercial alliances. There is much
research to be done on the evolution of marriage systems in societies undergoing the
early stages of stratification (Dow and Reed, 2013).
There is a long-standing debate among anthropologists about the importance, or
even the relevance, of economic variables in explaining the social organization of smallscale societies. Some (Harris, 1980) insist that social institutions like marriage systems
are strongly influenced by the natural environment, technology, and related economic
variables. Others (Hallpike, 1988) insist that these material factors impose quite loose
constraints on institutions, which are shaped mainly by autonomous cultural evolution.
Our results support the role of economic variables. Marriage systems are central
to small-scale societies and we have shown that an important dimension of such systems
(exogamy) responds to the environment and community size in the ways that economic
reasoning would lead one to expect. Recent research by Do et al. (2013) likewise shows
that the incidence of marriage between close genetic relatives is responsive to economic
factors, despite widespread arguments in favor of religious or cultural explanations.
Future research might use the SCCS or similar data sets to test explanations based
on economic variables against explanations based on common cultural descent (proxied,
for example, by membership in a common ethnic or linguistic group). A serious attempt
to adjudicate this dispute would need to consider a wider range of institutions and cultural
practices, but our results suggest that economic variables have a substantial role to play.
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Table 1: Variable Definitions
Variable
Exogamy Rate

Community Size

Coefficient of Variation of Annual Rainfall
Temperature Range
Elevation
Index of Variation in Site Productivity
Social Stratification:
Egalitarian Society*
Two-Class Society without slavery
Multiple Classes with slavery
Method of Food Production:
Agriculture*
Pastoral*

Other
Region:
Africa*
Circum-Mediterranean*
East Eurasia*
Insular Pacific*
South America*
North America
Fixed Settlements*
Adequate Food Storage*
Mean Annual Rainfall**
Mean Annual Temperature**
Territory/Population Expanding*
Territory/Population Shrinking*

Definition
Frequency of intercommunity marriage. Derived from SCCS variable 72. The discrete
measure has 5 categories (local exogamy rate: 1 = 0-10%; 2 = 11-39%; 3 = 40-60%; 4 =
61-89%; 5 = 90-100%). The continuous measure is the midpoint of the range indicated by
the categorical value.
Community Size. Derived from SCCS variable 63. The discrete measure has 7 categories,
as reported in Table 2. The continuous measure is the natural logarithm of the midpoint of
the range indicated by the categorical value.
Coefficient of (year-to-year) variation in mean annual rainfall. Equals SCCS variable
1914.
Difference between hottest month mean temperature and coldest month mean
temperature. Derived from SCCS variables 187 and 188.
Altitude in meters of closest weather station. Equals SCCS variable 183.
First principal component of correlation matrix of the coefficient of variation in annual
rainfall, temperature range, and elevation
Binary indicator: society is egalitarian. Derived from SCCS variable 158.
Binary indicator: society has 2 social classes but no castes or slavery. Derived from
SCCS variable 158.
Binary indicator: society has castes/slavery and/or 3 or more social classes.
Binary indicator: contritbution of agriculture to local food supply > 10%. Derived from
SCCS variable 3.
Binary indicator: contribution of animal husbandry to local food supply > 50%. Derived
from SCCS variable 5.
Binary indicator: contribution of agriculture to local food supply ≤ 10% and contribution
of animal husbandry to local food supply ≤ 50%.
Binary indicator: region is Africa, excl. North Africa, Madagascar and the Sahara.
Derived from SCCS variable 200.
Binary indicator: region is North Africa, Europe, Turkey, Caucasus, or Semitic Near East.
Derived from SCCS variable 200.
Binary indicator: region is East Eurasia, incl. Madagascar and islands in the Indian
Ocean. Derived from SCCS variable 200.
Binary indicator: region is Insular Pacific, incl. Australia, Indonesia, Formosa, and the
Phillipines. Derived from SCCS variable 200.
Binary indicator: region is South America, incl. Antilles, Yucatan, and Central America.
Derived from SCCS variable 200.
Binary indicator: region is North America, to the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Derived from
SCCS variable 200.
Binary indicator: fixity of settlement is permanent (vs. migratory or nomadic). Derived
from SCCS variable 61.
Binary indicator: food surplus via storage is "simple or adequate," or "complex or more
than adequate" (vs. "none or barely adequate"). Derived from SCCS variable 21.
Mean yearly annual rainfall (cm). Equals SCCS variable 1913.
Mean annual temperature. Equals SCCS variable 186.
Binary indicator: boundaries/population are expanding in the long run. Derived from
SCCS variable 908.
Binary indicator: boundaries/population are shrinking in the long run. Derived from
SCCS variable 908.
Year of pinpointing date. Equals SCCS variable 838.

Pinpointing Year
Pinpointing Year:
Binary indicator: Pinpointing Year < 1800.
<1800
Binary indicator: Pinpointing Year 1800-1849.
1800-1849
Binary indicator: Pinpointing Year 1850-1899.
1850-1899
Binary indicator: Pinpointing Year 1900-1949.
1900-1949
Binary indicator: Pinpointing Year > 1949.
>1949
Notes: one asterisk (*) indicates the variable is among control variables, Xi, in regressions; two asterisks (**) indicates the variable and
its square are included in Xi.

Table 2: Summary Statistics

Variable
Exogamy Rate
ln(Community Size)
Community Size:
1-49
50-99
100-199
200-399
400-999
1000-4999
>5000
Coefficient of Variation of Annual Rainfall
Temperature Range
Elevation
Index of Variation in Site Productivity
Social Stratification:
Egalitarian Society
Two-Class Society without slavery
Multiple Classes with slavery
Method of Food Production:
Agriculture
Pastoral
Other
Region:
Africa
Circum-Mediterranean
East Eurasia
Insular Pacific
South America
North America
Fixed Settlements
Adequate Food Storage
Mean Annual Rainfall
Mean Annual Temperature
Territory/Population Expanding
Territory/Population Shrinking
Pinpointing Year
Pinpointing Year:
<1800
1800-1849
1850-1899
1900-1949
>1949

Full SCCS Sample
Mean
Std. Dev

Restricted Sample
Mean
Std. Dev

53.5
5.40

28.0
1.61

50.9
4.84

29.4
1.20

0.157
0.152
0.253
0.174
0.152
0.073
0.039
23.8
11.8
458

0.364
0.360
0.436
0.380
0.360
0.261
0.195
18.2
11.0
678

0.220
0.195
0.293
0.195
0.049
0.049
0
22.7
11.2
407
0

0.414
0.399
0.458
0.399
0.217
0.217

0.360
0.101
0.539

0.481
0.302
0.498

0.780
0.220
0

0.416
0.416

0.674
0.084
0.242

0.470
0.279
0.428

0.598
0.049
0.354

0.493
0.217
0.478

0.146
0.152
0.180
0.163
0.180
0.180
0.534
0.618
139
19.1
0.225
0.315
1854

0.354
0.360
0.385
0.370
0.385
0.384
0.500
0.487
107
9.25
0.419
0.466
364

0.146
0.049
0.122
0.207
0.256
0.220
0.378
0.488
152
19.9
0.146
0.378
1902

0.356
0.217
0.329
0.408
0.439
0.414
0.488
0.503
119
8.51
0.356
0.488
47.7

0.062
0.045
0.242
0.478
0.174

0.241
0.208
0.429
0.501
0.380

0.012
0.073
0.317
0.463
0.134

0.110
0.262
0.468
0.502
0.343

12.7
11.0
499
1

N
178
82
Notes: The "Full SCCS Sample" comprises all societies in the SCCS with non-missing values of
community size (missing for one society), and mean annual temperature (missing for six societies).
The "Resticted Sample" is the subset of societies in the Full SCCS Sample without slavery. All
reported regression specifications are estimated on the Resrticted Sample.

Table 3: Regression Estimates
Variable

(1)

ln(Community Size)
Community Size 50-99
Community Size 100-199
Community Size 200-399
Community Size 400-999
Community Size 1000-4999

CV of Annual Rainfall

(2)

(3)

-11.2*** -13.3***
(1.97)
(3.06)
-6.65
(9.99)
-13.3
(8.33)
-20.5**
(9.10)
-42.9***
(11.3)
-57.0***
(7.26)
.321*
(.183)

(5)

(6)

-10.9*** -13.6***
(2.06)
(3.14)
-4.46
(9.94)
-11.9
(8.45)
-20.2**
(9.60)
-42.7***
(11.6)
-53.5***
(8.39)

.333*
(.169)

.816***
(.309)

Index of Variation in Site Productivity
Controls for:
Social Stratification
Method of Food Production
Region
Fixed Settlements & Food Storage
Mean Temperature & Rainfall
Territory/Population Growth

(4)

-.353
(2.92)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

-.317
(2.63)

12.6*
(6.37)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

N
82
82
82
82
82
82
2
R
.24
.22
.45
.22
.20
.43
Source: Authors' calculations based on the SCCS database. See Tables 1 and 2 for variable definitions.
Robust Standard errors in parentheses. * indicates statistically significant at the 10 percent level, **
indicates statistically significant at the 5 percent level, *** indicates statistically significant at the 1 percent
level.

Table 4: IV Estimates
(1)
2SLS

(2)
LIML

(3)
2SLS

(4)
2SLS

(5)
LIML

(6)
2SLS

ln(Community Size)

-16.0**
(6.93)
[.099]

-16.8*
(8.74)
[.099]

-23.4***
(8.86)
[.013]

-15.6**
(7.09)
[.111]

-16.2*
(8.97)
[.111]

-22.3***
(8.15)
[.019]

CV of Annual Rainfall

.833***
(.276)

.838**
(.279)

.878***
(.296)
13.1**
(6.06)

13.3**
(6.27)

14.7**
(6.05)

3
2.85
3.38
.842
.168

3
2.85
3.38
.842
.168

1
5.21
7.13
.266

Variable

Index of Variation in Site Productivity

Number of Excluded Instruments
First-stage F (excluded instruments)
Cragg-Donald Weak Identification Test (F-statistic)
H0: Community Size is exogenous (p-value)
Hansen J Overidentification test (p-value)

3
3.02
3.56
.882
.188

3
3.02
3.56
.882
.191

1
5.46
7.44
.212

N
82
82
82
82
82
82
R2
.44
.44
.35
.43
.43
.36
Source: Authors' calculations based on the SCCS database. Excluded instruments in columns 1-2 and 4-5 are
indicators for pinpointing year before 1850, 1850-1899, and 1900-1949; excluded instrument in columns 3 and 6 is an
indicator for pinpointing year 1950 or later. All specifications include the full set of controls for Social Stratification,
Method of Food Production, Region, Fixed Settlements, Food Storage, Mean Temperature and Rainfall, and
Territory/Population Growth as in columns 3 and 6 of Table 3. Robust Standard errors in parentheses, AndersonRubin weak-instrument robust p-values in brackets. * indicates statistically significant at the 10 percent level based
on robust standard errors, ** indicates statistically significant at the 5 percent level, *** indicates statistically
significant at the 1 percent level.

Appendix Table 1: Ordered Probit Estimates
Variable

(1)

ln(Community Size)
Community Size 50-99
Community Size 100-199
Community Size 200-399
Community Size 400-999
Community Size 1000-4999

CV of Annual Rainfall

(2)

(3)

-.493*** -.682***
(.097)
(.153)
-.229
(.385)
-0.531*
(.314)
-0.806**
(.359)
-1.92***
(.644)
-2.91***
(.638)
.011
(.007)

(5)

(6)

-.477*** -.690***
(.100)
(.157)
-.133
(.376)
-.468
(.314)
-.799**
(.376)
-1.91***
(.641)
-2.70***
(.677)

.011*
(.007)

.037***
(.015)

Index of Variation in Site Productivity
Controls for:
Social Stratification
Method of Food Production
Region
Fixed Settlements & Food Storage
Mean Temperature & Rainfall
Territory/Population Growth

(4)

-.054
(.117)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

-.059
(.107)

.556*
(.299)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

N
82
82
82
82
82
82
2
Pseudo-R
.10
.09
.20
.10
.08
.19
Source: Authors' calculations based on the SCCS database. See Tables 1 and 2 for variable definitions.
Robust Standard errors in parentheses. * indicates statistically significant at the 10 percent level, **
indicates statistically significant at the 5 percent level, *** indicates statistically significant at the 1 percent
level.

Appendix Table 2: Ordered Probit System Estimates
Variable

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

ln(Community Size)

-.920**
(.455)

-1.14***
(.255)

-.884***
(.489)

-1.10***
(.268)

CV of Annual Rainfall

.038***
(.014)

.036**
(.015)
.596*
(.308)

.622**
(.278)

Index of Variation in Site Productivity

Cross-equation error correlation

.249
(.461)

.509
(.287)

.198
(.473)

.451
(.286)

Number of Excluded Instruments

3

1

3

1

N
82
82
82
82
Source: Authors' calculations based on the SCCS database. Estimates are for a system of two
equations: an orderd probit for the exogamy rate (same specification as Appendix Table 1), and a
simultaneous linear equation for ln(Community Size). Both equations include the full set of
controls for Social Stratification, Method of Food Production, Region, Fixed Settlements, Food
Storage, Mean Temperature & Rainfall, and Territory/Population Growth as in columns 3 and 6 of
Appendix Table 1. In columns 1 and 3, the equation for ln(Community Size) also includes
indicators for pinpointing year before 1850, 1850-1899, and 1900-1949; in columns 2 and 4 the
the equation for ln(Community Size) includes an indicator for pinpointing year 1950 or later.
Robust Standard errors in parentheses. * indicates statistically significant at the 10 percent level,
** indicates statistically significant at the 5 percent level, *** indicates statistically significant at
the 1 percent level.

Appendix Table 3: Regression Estimates on Monogamous Subsample
Variable

(1)

ln(Community Size)
Community Size 50-99
Community Size 100-199
Community Size 200-399
Community Size 400-999
Community Size 1000-4999

CV of Annual Rainfall

(2)

(3)

-11.4*** -13.7***
(1.95)
(4.67)
-1.90
(10.7)
-12.2
(9.22)
-29.1*
(10.5)
-38.2**
(18.0)
-57.5***
(7.48)
.225
(.163)

(5)

(6)

-10.8***
(2.08)

-12.1**
(4.50)

-1.17
(3.15)

.506
(9.12)

.735
(10.4)
-9.65
(9.11)
-18.2
(11.70)
-38.4**
(18.3)
-53.2***
(8.73)
.271*
(.150)

.475
(.503)

Index of Variation in Site Productivity
Controls for:
Social Stratification
Method of Food Production
Region
Fixed Settlements & Food Storage
Mean Temperature & Rainfall
Territory/Population Growth

(4)

-1.71
(3.74)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

N
57
57
57
57
57
57
2
R
.29
.26
.43
.28
.25
.42
Source: Authors' calculations based on the SCCS database. See Tables 1 and 2 for variable definitions. The
monogamous subsample excludes societies where the incidence of polygamy exceeds 20 percent. Robust
Standard errors in parentheses. * indicates statistically significant at the 10 percent level, ** indicates
statistically significant at the 5 percent level, *** indicates statistically significant at the 1 percent level.

Appendix Table 4: IV Estimates on Monogamous Subsample
(1)
(2)
Variable
2SLS
LIML
ln(Community Size)

CV of Annual Rainfall

(3)
2SLS

(4)
2SLS

(5)
LIML

(6)
2SLS

-13.1*
(6.98)
[.193]

-13.3*
(7.79)
[.193]

-20.9***
(7.43)
[.047]

1.10
(8.62)

1.20
(8.92)

5.72
(9.07)

3
4.36
4.37
.900
.248

3
4.36
4.37
.900
.248

1
5.68
6.47
.290

-14.7**
(7.49)
[.230]

-14.9*
(8.72)
[.230]

-24.4***
(8.75)
[.050]

.520
(.501)

.529
(.540)

.957*
(.553)

Index of Variation in Site Productivity

Number of Excluded Instruments
First-stage F (excluded instruments)
Cragg-Donald Weak Identification Test (F-statistic)
H0: Community Size is exogenous (p-value)
Hansen J Overidentification test (p-value)

3
3.93
3.72
.790
.221

3
3.93
3.72
.790
.220

1
4.81
5.40
.271

N
57
57
57
57
57
57
R2
.43
.43
.35
.42
.42
.36
Source: Authors' calculations based on the SCCS database. The monogamous subsample excludes societies where the
incidence of polygamy exceeds 20 percent. Excluded instruments in columns 1-2 and 4-5 are indicators for
pinpointing year before 1850, 1850-1899, and 1900-1949; excluded instrument in columns 3 and 6 is an indicator for
pinpointing year 1950 or later. All specifications include the full set of controls for Social Stratification, Method of
Food Production, Region, Fixed Settlements, Food Storage, Mean Temperature and Rainfall, and Territory/Population
Growth as in columns 3 and 6 of Table 3. Robust Standard errors in parentheses, Anderson-Rubin weak-instrument
robust p-values in brackets. * indicates statistically significant at the 10 percent level based on robust standard errors,
** indicates statistically significant at the 5 percent level, *** indicates statistically significant at the 1 percent level.

